Spanners | Valances

G6 Spanners | CONTACT LSI FOR ORDERING INFORMATION

Internally illuminated frameless system. T8 long life fluorescent lighting. All decorations factory applied. Florida high-wind versions available, see order form. Per local jurisdictional requirements, faces with no "Hallmark" and no "with Techron" are available.

*Note that dimension shown is of the opening, not the face-to-face dimension.

G6 Narrow Spanner (Ovation Only)

G6 Narrow Spanner (Helix Only)

G6 Regular Spanner (Vista, Advantage, Tokheim Premier C)
Fits 21" Bonnet

G6 Wide Spanner (MPD, Tokheim Centurion)
Fits 23" Bonnet

G6 Extra Wide Spanner (Encore, Encore S-Series, DL, Tokheim Premier B)
Fits 29" Bonnet
Endcap Options | CONTACT LSI FOR ORDERING INFORMATION

Full service split mode options.

- G6 Narrow Service Mode End Cap (Ovation Only)
- G6 Narrow Service Mode End Cap (Helix Only)
- G6 Regular Service Mode End Cap (Vista, Advantage, Tokheim Premier C) Fits 21” Bonnett
- G6 Wide Service Mode End Cap (MPD, Tokheim Centurion) Fits 25” Bonnet
- G6 Extra Wide Service Mode End Cap (Encore, Encore S-Series, DL, Tokheim Premier B) Fits 29” Bonnet
**Spanners | Valances**

**Endcap Options | CONTACT LSI FOR ORDERING INFORMATION**

State specific mode signs.

- **Gasoline Mini Serve**
- **Diesel Self Serve**
- **Gasoline Mini Serve Diesel Self Serve**

**Conversion Kits | CONTACT LSI FOR ORDERING INFORMATION**

**GS Conversion Kit**
Includes variation of adapted GS which takes an existing GS spanner and replaces the polycarbonate mode cap face and side face to create a similar look to a G6 Wide Spanner.
* The GS spanner must be centered on dispenser, after installing faces and mode sign.

**G2/G4 Conversion Kit**
Includes variation of adapted G2/G4 which takes an existing G2/G4 spanner and replaces the polycarbonate mode cap face and side face to create a similar look to a G6 Spanner.
* See Spanner Identification Guide for determining if current spanner is a G2/G4 model.
Proprietary Valances
All valances share a common length and height. The width of each valance varies to accommodate each dispenser model. Florida high-wind versions available, see order form.

HM21 Valance Conversion Retrofit Kit
Vinyl for Rectangular Valance
In locations where local ordinances prohibit installation of spanners, a HM21 Valance Retrofit Kit may be installed. For L1 through L5.

Valance #1 thru 16
For Proprietary Valance or HM21 Rectangular Valance.
One set per valance order - 254404